To verify the accuracy of the developed 2D model, a finite element analysis was performed on the lattice structure. The analysis if the strip can be broken into 4 stages. 1. The strip is created in the manufactured shape. 2. The strip is constrained to the smaller radius of the lattice, creating a prestress. 3. Boundary conditions are used to simulate the strip as part of a lattice. 4. The lattice is deployed by holding one end at zero displacement and the other is given a displacement of 90% of the length of the strip
Introduction
A morphing, or multi-stable, structure has two or more stable shapes or positions which exhibit a large structural stiffness. These structures have the potential to be lightweight, load bearing, self-actuating and multifunctional [1] . The morphing composite cylindrical lattice is a multi-stable structure that can change from a short stowed state to a long deployed state. It achieves multistablity through the exploitation of the interplay between prestress, material properties and structural geometry. Accurate prediction of the location of these stable points is required to make the lattice a viable option in the design of spacecraft components. This work advances the current mathematical model of the stability landscape and verifies it through finite element modelling and experimental testing.
Experimentation
Experimental testing was also completed to verify the 2D model developed. Two lattices of different lay-up and prestress were assembled. To prestress the strips, they were cured on a large curved mould and then constrained to the small shape of the lattice. To test the lattices, a mount was designed that holds them upright, but also allows them to change their radius during deployment. The lattices were then tested by pulling them from their stowed state to the deployed state, at a constant rate of displacement. 
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